S AV E T H E
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www.circostrada.org

PUBLIC POLICY
MAKERS SEMINAR
in the frame of
FRESH CIRCUS#5
October 21-22, 2019
Auch (France)

Fostering
collaborations
across the
Mediterranean

KAHWA MEETING
In partnership with RICA – Intercultural
Circus Encounters, and MASA –
Abidjan Performing Arts Market
March 6-9, 2020
Abidjan (Ivory Coast)

Increasing
recognition and
legitimacy

A meeting to connect
and exchange successful
best practices

RESEARCH TRIP
In partnership with Festival Periplo,
and in collaboration with Festival
FiCHo and CEDACIRC
July 13-19, 2020
Mexico City and
Guadalajara (Mexico)

Innovating,
experimenting
and exploring
new paths

A week-long exploratory trip
to discover the Mexican circus
and street arts scenes

GENERAL MEETING
Co-organised with Cirqueon
and Letní Letná, in the frame
of Letní Letná festival
August 19-21, 2020
Prague (Czech Republic)

GENERAL MEETING
Co-organised with Café
de las Artes Teatro
November 27-29, 2019
Santander (Spain)
A tailored-programme
dedicated to network members,
external speakers and local
stakeholders to explore a festival
along with its context

CS LAB
Co-organised with XTRAX
April 21-23, 2020
Manchester (UK)

Exchanging
know-hows
and best
pratices

A laboratory to experiment and test
new ideas, methods and practices

CIRCOSTRADATA
All year long
Observing
and analysing

A tailored-programme
dedicated to network members,
external speakers and local
stakeholders to explore a festival
along with its context

An online platform to share and promote
digital resources, providing professionals
with comparative data on their sectors
and empowering them
with new advocacy tools
data.circostrada.org

C O O R D I N AT E D BY

With other EU networks
and cooperation projects,
as well as organisations active
in education and training

WITH THE SUPP ORT OF

LET’S KEEP
IN TOUCH!

SYNERGIES
All year long
Strengthening
competences
and capacities

Sharing
information and
knowledge

A large-scale international
seminar for the development
of circus arts and a flagship
event of the network

A gathering of decision
makers working at local,
regional, national levels

Providing
international
opportunities

FRESH CIRCUS#5
Co-organised with CIRCa –
National Pole for Circus - in the frame
of the 32nd edition of CIRCA festival
October 22-24, 2019
Auch (France)

www.circostrada.org

Engaging
with current
and future
audiences

Follow us on
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